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INTRODUCTION
The occurrence of various polymorphic forms of DNA, which are readily interconvertible among themselves, has been attributed to several different factors. The driving force for the conformational transitions is generally believed to be the amount of water activity around the DNA molecule. Presence of increased water of hydration is seen to favor the B-form while a reduction of water activity on addition of salts or organic solvents is accompanied by a transition to the A-form or the left-handed Z-form.'.2 Another hypothesis proposed recently suggests that the various base-pair steps intrinsically favor a "bistable" stacking arrangement, leading to the two commonly standard A-, B-and Z-form models of DNA, using the united atom approxim a t i~n .~?~ Energy minimization in terms of torsion angles and using a mononucleotide repeating unit have also been reported for a few
Recently a detailed molecular mechanics study has been carried out for alternating purine-pyrimidine sequences, using several different starting mode l~,~ while energy values for all possible sequences in the best right-and left-handed structures proposed from fiber diffraction studies have also been reported.'O However, there is yet no detailed study of the inherent forces that stabilize (or destabilize) the two common helical structures for the different nucleotide sequences and of the minor variations likely to occur within the two families of structures. In this paper we report the results of detailed molecular mechanical studies on three homo(purine) . homo(pyrimidine) sequences, using the all-atom version of the molecular mechanics program AMBER (Assisted Model Building and Energy Refinement).", l2 The homo(purine) . homo(pyrimidine) sequences have been implicated in the formation of the "curved DNA" as well as several other functional r~l e s , '~. '~ and a detailed understanding of their conformational flexibility is therefore essential. The calculations have been carried out for three different sequences-d(G),, . d(C),,, d(A),, * d(T),,, and d(AG),d(CT),-and with five different starting models-the standard right-handed A-form model and four B-form models, two each of right and left handedness. These five models cover a wide spectrum of possible conformations for the DNA molecule and a detailed analysis of all ten possible sequences in a base-paired dinucleoside monophosphate fragment indicates that all five models, with some structural modifications, are energetically equally favorable.', However, there are subtle differences in the interactions stabilizing the different models. Hence the calculations reported here on larger fragments help in determining whether longer range interactions reinforce these differences or reduce them. In addition to comparing these models on the basis of their minimum energy, a detailed examination has been carried out of the local structural variations in the helical and base-pair parameters, like wedge roll, wedge tilt, etc., which are believed to be responsible for the reported curvature of DNA in solution as well as in ~r y s t a l s .~"~'~~
METHOD
The molecular mechanics calculations have been carried out using the all atom force field and the computer program AMBER."*'2 Since the minimization procedures only lead to a local minimum, within the helical domain of the starting models, we have tried to circumvent the problem by refining five different starting models. These correspond to (i) the right-handed A-DNA (henceforth referred to as RA) model of Arnott and Hukins18;
(ii) the right-handed stereochemically favorable model for B-DNA with best fit to x-ray data (RB2)19*20;
(iii) the right-handed B-DNA model with C3'-endo sugar pucker (RB3) and other torsion angles also close to the values in RA19.20;
(iv) the left-handed B-DNA model (LB1) with CB'-endo sugar pucker, the torsion angles about the phosphodiester bonds 03'-P and P-05' being truns and gauche-, respectively, and the orientation about the C3'-03' bond being trans, as in all the three right-handed structures listed above".20; and
(v) left-handed B-DNA model (LB2) with C2'-endo sugar pucker, the P-0 torsion angles being trans and gauche+, and the torsion angle about the C3'-03' bond having the gauche-orientation, rather than the commonly occurring trans c o n f o r m a t i~n . '~~~ These five models will be referred to henceforth by their sequence, GG, AA, and AG, followed by RA (for right-handed A-form) RB2 (model ii), RB3 (model iii), LB1, and LB2 (left-handed B-form models iv and v described above). Thus the right-handed C2'-endo model for d (AG) . d(CT) is referred to as AGRB2 while the left-handed model (v) above is referred to as AGLB2. The atomic coordinates were generated using the computer program NUCGEN,21 for decamer fragments in each of the above five conformations, with the three homo(purine) . homo(pyrimidine) sequences d(G),, . d(C),,, d(A),, . d(T),,, and d(AG), . d(CT),. Both polar and nonpolar hydrogen atoms were fixed using the program FIXHYD.21 All 15 structures so generated were refined until the root mean square gradient was less than 0.1 Kcal/mole/A. A distance-dependent dielectric constant (c = R,,) was used to compute the electrostatic interactions since the solvent and ion atoms were not considered explicitly. Such an approximation has been found to be most appropriate to mimic the solvent contribution."s'2*22 Preliminary calculations with c = 4R,, indicated that the structures refined to almost identical conformation as with c = R,,, although the absolute values for the electrostatic energy were much reduced. Hence all the minimizations were carried out with c = R,, and only for the refined models were the electrostatic energy calculated with c = 4RtJ, as well as the value of c according to the formula of Hiogerty et al. [23] in which c = 2R,, for small values of R, but increases exponentially so as to reach a value of 80 for R,, = 15 A. The 1-4 nonbonded and 1-4 electrostatic energy contributions were scaled to one-half as suggested by Wiener et a1.12
In addition to comparing the various models in terms of their energy and conformational parameters, a detailed analysis has been carried out to compare their structural parameters. For this purpose a program similar to that described by Fratini et al.24 has been de~eloped.'~ The neighboring units have been compared in absolute space, without involving a global helical axis. Such an approach is useful when examining local variations in curved molecules, particularly when comparing fragments of different lengths. As expected, the program gives exactly similar values for the ideal fiber models. However, for purposes of calculating unit rise (h) and base pair tilt (OT), an average helix axis, obtained for the central tetrameric, unit was used. The propeller twist (0,) is the angle between the two base normals in the hydrogen-bonded pair and contains some contribution due to buckling of the bases, in addition to twisting about the long axis of the base pair, defined by the vector joining the atoms C8 of purine and C6 of pyrimidine. In order to calculate the unit-twist, wedge-roll, and wedge-tilt parameters between neighboring base pairs, a different set of axes were defined. The average of the two base normals was taken as the z axis, the above-mentioned long axis of the base pair as the y axis, and a vector perpendicular to both these as the x axis. The angle between the x axis of ith unit and that (i + 1)th unit defines the helical twist.
In order to define the wedge-roll and the wedge-tilt parameters independently of the helix axis, they were calculated in terms of the angle between the z axis (base normal) of the zth unit and the vectors along the y and x axes of the (z + 1)th unit, respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Energetics of Various Models
The total energy for the decamers are listed first in Tables 1-111 respectively. In all cases the 5oot mean square deviations between starting and refined models are about 1 A. From Tables 1-111 it is clearly seen that the total energy of all five refined models is within 10% of the most minimum refined value, and in general the difference is less than 5.0 Kcal/mole base pair for all models for the three sequences studied. However, an examination of the various energy components reveals that when compared to the righthanded helices, the left-handed structures are destabilized due to slightly unfavorable van der Waals interactions. This is compensated to some extent by favorable electrostatic interactions, as reported earlier for alternating purine-pyrimidine seq~ences.~ These results are also similar to those obtained very recently for d(A),,d(T),,, using a more sophisticated electrostatic function.26 In fact, the total energy obtained for the left-handed model by these workers was even lower than ours, presumably due to their using the united atom version of the AMBER program and a left-handed C-DNA (with unit twist of -40') as the starting ~tructure.~' Thus while the values reported here for the electrostatic energy may not be absolutely accurate due to approximation of the solvent effects, they are apparently a good indication of the relative stability of various models. This was confirmed by calculations of the electrostatic energies for the refined models using dielectric constant E = 4R,,, as well as the formula of Hingerty et al.23 As expected, the absolute values as well as the differences between the electrostatic energies of the various models reduced considerably, particularly for the longer fragments. Therefore, for each of the sequences considered here, the three right-handed models now have very similar values for the electrostatic energy and this is comparable to the values for the left-handed structures. This leads to the left-handed models being predicted to be even more unfavorable energetically when compared to the right-handed structures, since the left-handed models have less favorable van der Waals energies.
Since there was a tendency for the terminal base pairs to be frayed and to show large variations in their orientation, a detailed analysis was carried out on the central tetramer fragment. This fragment will also be free of any artifacts due to long-range electrostatic effects, which are most difficult to model. As expected, the energy differences are smaller for the tetranucleotide fragments when compared to the decamer, with all five models being within The energy-refined models RA, RB2, RB3, and LB2 for d(G),, . d(C),, are shown on the left, while the starting models obtained from x-ray fiber diffraction analysis are shown alongside, on the right. The slight buckling of the base pairs is clearly Seen in all the refined models, as also the reduction in base-pair tilt for the RA model. (4 Fig. 1. ( C o n t i d from thepreviouspage.) 5% of each other. A detailed analysis of the interactions between the various groups in DNA was also carried out for the tetramer fragments, and the results are shown in Tables 1-111, as are also the breakup of stacking and monomer energy components. It can be seen from these tables that the characteristic difference of favorable nonbonded and less favorable electrostatic interactions between right-and left-handed models is seen for the stacking interactions between the bases as well as for the nucleosides. The higher internal energy for the pyrimidine nucleosides in the LB1 and LB2 models is due to the glycosidic torsion angle x [04'-Cl'-N9(Nl)-CS(C6)] being close to Oo. Another feature that leads to unfavorable overall energy for the Fig. 2(a-d) . The energy-refined models RA, RB2, RB3, and LF32 for d(A),, . d(T),,.
left-handed models is the high bond angle distortion energy at the sugar ring atoms C3' and C4' and the bond angle at phosphate being 100° (equilibrium value = 103').
The phosphate group orientation at the 5' end is almost equally favorable for all the models; however, the orientation at the 3' end is much more favorable in the left-handed models, which have the torsion angle c(C4'-C3'-03'-P) in the gaucheorientation for both the refined models, while it is trans for all three right-handed models.
The small energy differences between the various refined models clearly indicate that the DNA structure is intrinsidy POlPOrPhiC, with several local energy m i h a . Hence comprehensively s~a n the conformational space of DNA structure, an even larger number of starting models should be examined.
CONFORMATIONAL AND STRUCTURAL DETAILS OF THE REFINED MODELS
The deviations of the average values of backbone torsion angles in the central tetranucleotide, in the refined models, from the starting fiber models are shown in Fig. 4 . The values for the purine and pyrimidine strands are plotted separately, and can be clearly seen that all the models show similar differences between the two strands, while there are less marked differences between the various base sequences A-A, G-G, and A-G-A. This would seem to indicate that all poly(purine) . poly(pyrimidine) tracts will show similar features, like curvature, etc., although they will be length dependent, since the terminal residues generally have slightly different values for the variable torsion angles. All the torsion angles tend to approach the ideal staggered orientations (i.e., values close to 180" or *Soo) while the starting models, which have been built to fit the x-ray data, have considerable deviations from staggeredness. Another interesting feature that can be seen from Fig. 4 is the convergence of all three right-handed models (RA, RB2, and RB3) to very similar low-energy conformations. The torsion angles a( P-05'), &05'-C5'), y(C5'-C4'), and c(C3'-03') are very similar for all sequences in the three refined models of right handedness. Only the sugar torsion S (C4'-C3') , the phosphodiester torsion angle S(03'-P), and glycosidic torsion x show some differences between purines and pyrimidines, and also between the three models. A comparison of the various models shows that, as predicted by shows an anticorrelation with both. The differences in the torsion angles between the refined RA, RB2, and RB3 models are consierably smaller than in the starting models. In particular, some of the sugar torsion angles minimize in the Cl'-exo, 04'-endo region, for both RA and RB2 models. The refined RB3 model (C3'-endo, B-form) has torsion angles that are closest to the starting fiber model for A-form (RA). Thus it is seen that an analysis of torsion angles alone does not give a clear picture of the details of the refined structures, although the two strands are apparently nonequivalent.
In the case of the left-handed model LB2, the structure minimizes close to the starting model, indicating that the conformational space for left-handed models is rather restricted when compared to the right-handed region, which encompasses the RA, RB2, and RB3 models. It is also seen from Fig. 4 that the left-handed LB1 model, which had the torsion angle c in the trans orientation, has minimized, with c going to the gaucheregion as in the LB2 model, indicating that this is a more preferred conformation.
The variations seen in the central tetramers are similar to those reported in some of the structures of the larger olig~nucleotides.'~*~-~~ Since the torsion angles show a wide variation, depending on the base sequence and considerable deviations from the starting models, a detailed calculation was carried out to obtain other structural parameters such as unit rise and twist, base tilt, as well as the base-pair wedge parameters, roll and tilt. These structural parameters calculated for all three sequences are also listed in Table IV . Fig. 4 . Plots showing the differences (in degrees) between the five starting and refined models (in panels I-V), for the six backbone torsion angles%: a(P-057, 8(05'-C5'), y(C5'-C4'), 6(C4'-C3 aThe values given correspond to averages for the central tetrameter fragment and the standard deviation for each is given in parentheses. The t and h: the unit twist and rise between successive base pairs.
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propeller twist (taken as angle between the two base normals and hence has a component due to base-pair buckling). The values listed in Table IV for the unit rise (h) and twist (t) quite clearly lie in two domains-A-region (with h 2: 2.7 A, t = 31") and B-region (with h = 3.4 A, t = 35"). The left-handed models invariably minimize with slightly larger values of helical twist (t = -38"), which is closer to the C-DNA structure, but the unit height remains close to 3.4 A in LB2, which is more B-like. Thus it is clearly seen that though the torsion angles between A-and B-form refined structures are more similar than in the fiber models, the other characteristic fdtures remain distinctly different in these two forms, for all three sequences. However, some of the parameters, such as unit rise and base tilt, are noticeably different from the fiber model for the A-form. The base tilt reduces from 20" to about 10" while the base-pair displacement ( D ) changes from 4.5 to 4.0 A. Both these changes as well as the increase in unit rise from 2.56 to 2.7 A and decrease in unit twist from 32.7" to 31' are analogous to those seen in the A-type crystal ~t r u c t u r e s .~.~~ The mononucleotide repeat calculations, even with cations explicitly includedb give most of these parameters to be considerably different (unit rise = 2.2 A, unit twist = 34.6", tilt = 26" and D = 5.6 A) from those observed in crystals.' The slightly higher values of wedge roll in the refined A-form structures (compared to 10" for the fiber model) may be an indication that the molecules tend to have a slight curvature, a feature observed in some A-form crystal structures.3o However, it should be noted that although the two strands have slightly different conformations (as indicated by distinctly different values for the torsion angles 2 and { in Fig. 4) , it leads to the minor groove opening (increase in wedge loll) and not to any significant increase in the wedge tilt. Among the two B-form models, the RB3 model, which has C3'-endo sugar pucker and torsion angles closest to the A-form fiber model, has quite different structural features and has converged to values quite close to those of the RB2 model, with CY-endo sugar. This model has a slightly higher torsional energy than the RA and RB2 models for most sequences, including alternating purine-pyrimidine sequences (M. Bansal, unpublished results). However, it should be noted that while for d(G), * d(C), and d(AG), 1 d(CT), sequences the RA and RB2 models have almost identical energies, the RB2 model is slightly preferred over RA for d(A), . d(T),. This could explain the observed preference of this sequence for the B-form structure. It may be mentioned that this difference is further enhanced if the sugar puckers are constrained to the C3'-eiLdO region during refinement, for the A-form (M. Bansal, unpublished results).
The RB2 models for the three sequences are quite similar, with minor variations in their structural features. The unit rise lies between 3.4 to 3.5 A and the unit twist varies from 34. This trend is similar to that seen in solution (33.6" and 36.3", respectively) for these two polymers,33.34 and only slightly better than that obtained by mononucleotide repeat calculations.' There is not much difference between the three sequences in their wedge roll and wedge tilt, thus not supporting the hypothesis that smooth bending of d(A), d o , tracts is due to large values of wedge roll and wedge tilt for this sequence.% It may be mentioned that we have not considered a starting model with the two strands in distinctly different conformations36 since recent nmr studies do not support such a mode1.37.38 However, the refined RB2 models show some differences in their purine and pyrimidine strands if the sugars are not constrained to remain in the C2'-endo conformation, but this does not per se lead to the molecule being curved. For a molecule to be curved it must have a variation in its base-pair parameters since any values of the wedge parameters if repeated monotonically over a full helical turn will lead to a uniform straight helix (as seen for the fiber model of A-DNA, which has a wedge roll value of 10.6°,39*40 as well as the model for polymeric d(A),d(T)n35136). Hence a minimization algorithm based on a mono-or dinucleotide repeating unit' cannot lead to a curved structure. The molecular mechanics programs EREF,41 AMBER," or CHARMM4' should, however, be able to predict curvature in short DNA fragments, even if the starting models are straight, since intrinsic curvature is believed to arise due to near-neighbor interactions.%
Since the torsion angles shown in Fig. 4 and the parameters listed in shows "conformational rigidity," thus supporting the results of our theoretical calculations. It also shows a variation in torsion angles and other local parameters, similar to that obtained by us. The two left-handed models (LBl and LB2) show slightly different structural features. While the unit twists are quite similar in the two models (-38"), the refined LB1 model shows features closer to a left-handed A-type structure2' with high base tilt (15O), and relatively large displacement and wedge parameters, but with a very large unit rise (3.9 A). On the other hand, the refined LB2 model is quite close to the fiber models for B-and C-form DNA,19.20*27 is generally more favorable energetically than the LB1 model, and only marginally higher in energy than the RB2 model (2.5 Kcal/mole base pair).
CONCLUSION
The results of our detailed molecular mechanics calculations clearly indicate that the various homo(purine) . homo(pyrimidine) sequences in DNA are not very different from each other. They also indicate that the DNA molecule is intrinsically polymorphic, with several different conformations occurring within 3 Kcal/mole base pair of the absolute minimum. While the righthanded models are much more favorable on the basis of van der Waals energy, the electrostatic interactions seem to be more favorable in the left-handed models. I t would be interesting to see if environmental conditions can be simulated that would make the electrostatic effects more dominant and hence make the left-handed structures more preferable for such uniform homo(purine) . homo(pyrimidine) sequences, similar to the left-handed zigzag structures observed for alternating purine-pyrimidine sequences in a high salt environment.'
Another important feature to emerge from these calculations is the absence of any pronounced "wedge effect" in any of the sequences in the B-form, including d(A),d o , , which has been postulated to have a highly non-B-type structure.35 However, the results for both Aand B-form models are in good agreement with the observations from x-ray crystal structure analysis of oligonucleotides with similar sequences and show significant deviations from the starting fiber models, particularly for the A-form. Since the best RA and RB2 models have not only similar total energy, but also comparable components for d(G), . d(C), and d(AG), . d(CT),, it is concluded that the two structures are intrinsicially equally favorable from enthalpy considerations and entropic as well as solvent influences must determine the form observed at any time.43.44 In the case of d(A), . d(T), a structure with sugar pucker in the CY-endO region and other structural features of the B-form will be slightly more preferable than one of the A-form type.
